State and Public School Employees Life and Health Insurance Board Meeting
(Teleconference)
Minutes
June 27, 2007 1:00 p.m.

The 87th meeting of the State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board (hereinafter called the Board), met Wednesday, June 27, 2007 at 1:00 p.m. in the EBD Board Room, 501 Woodlane, Suite 500, Little Rock, AR  72201.

Members Present				Members Absent	 
Shelby McCook				Dr. Bobbie Davis
Janis Harrison					Anita Woodall
Joe Musgrove				 	Vance Strange
Renee Mallory			 		Robert Watson
	Charlie Campbell				Tom Emerick 	
	Dr. Joseph Thompson  			
	John Mattox

	Sharon Dickerson, Executive Director, Employee Benefits Division.

Others Present
John Bauerlein, Kevin Geurtsen, Milliman; George Platt, Sherry Bryant, Cathy Harris, Jason Lee, Leigh Ann Chrouch, Kim Wilmot, Amy Redd, EBD; Rhonda Jaster, ACHI/EBD; Bryan Meldrum, NovaSys; Shonda Rocke, NMHC; Barbara Melugin, Ron DeBerry, David Bridges, ABCBS/HA; Kristi Clark, ABA; Lynne Coats, Delta Dental; Diann Gwatney, AHTD; Karen Henson, AGFC; Mona Neal, PSC; Charles Hesselbein, ASE Retiree; Kay Durnett, Marc Watts, ASEA; Susan Walker, John Herzog

Call To Order
Meeting was called to order by Shelby McCook 

ASE Rates-Actives And ASE & PSE Retirees by John Bauerlein and Kevin Geurtsen, Milliman
McCook explained that although the 2008 ASE Actives and ASE/PSE Retiree rates and benefit structure were approved in the Board meeting on June 19, 2007; ASEA has objected strongly to the premium increases and the subsidy for Retiree premiums. The Board has been asked to rescind and reconsider their decisions.   

McCook commented that the only way the Board could reduce the premiums is to reduce or remove benefits.  McCook said Dickerson and Milliman have reviewed benefits that are underutilized or can be administered more economically by EBD and by the contractors. 

Kay Durnett with ASEA clarified that in their correspondence to EBD there was never any mention about the Retiree subsidy.   Durnett said they are primarily concern about the rate increases for the family coverage.   

Marc Watts with ASEA said he never objected to the subsidy for the Retirees but only offered a suggestion for how the reserve could provide some buy down on the rates for Actives as well as the Retirees.

Dickerson said she is requesting that the Board rescind the ASE Active and the ASE and PSE Retiree rates that includes the subsidy addition and the benefit changes that were approved at the June 19th Board meeting.  Dickerson said the Board will have to reconsider the PSE rates if there are substantive changes to the ASE benefits.

Dickerson presented a list of several services that are provided that are not apart of the core benefit package in order to determine if they could be managed differently or eliminated.  Included in the report was information on these services and their cost to the program.  

	Employee Assistance Program 	 

Dental 
Vision  
Tobacco Cessation  
Weight Loss Phase 1  
Life Insurance  
ASE Medicare Primary Retiree Pharmacy Benefit

The Board conducted an in-depth discussion about the ASE Medicare Primary Retiree Pharmacy Benefit 

Musgrove stated he is concerned because ASE Medicare Primary Retiree will have to pay more for a pharmacy benefit with another company than what they pay now if the benefit is eliminated from the Plan.   

Dickerson said she is only providing the information to the Board so they can make an informed decision.    

Milliman reported the plan would need an additional 7.8 million to maintain a 77% subsidy for the Actives and 53% for the dependents.  

Dickerson said 3.3 million would only be a difference of about $30 for dependents for family coverage. 

Durnett told the Board that the state of Texas has a lot more state employees than Arkansas and has announced that for the next two years they will not have a premium increase or any significant reduction in benefits.  Durnett said enlighten of this information it was a surprise to see the amount of the increase for the Plan’s family coverage. 

Durnett said ASEA has been supported of the efforts toward cost containment although none of the efforts seem to have paid off in comparison with national average and with other Plans.  Durnett offered a few suggestions for some of the services on the list of services that are provided that are not apart of the core benefit package.  

McCook and Durnett discussed Texas state contributions.

Dr. Thompson explained that in the last three year; unlike Texas, we put a subsidy from a trust fund into the Plan and shielded the state employees from rate increases.  Dr. Thompson said Texas has paid the price for the last two years and this year our members are going to pay the price because we don’t have much subsidy to contribute.  

McCook suggested they give half of the Retiree subsidy to the Actives and eliminate the following services:
	Employee Assistance Program 	 

Dental 
Vision  
	Tobacco Cessation  

	Weight Loss Phase 1 ((EBD could assume this responsibility when we have our additional nursing staff and manage it along with our disease management programs.


McCook said this would provide about 6 million dollars for the Actives and suggested the Plan’s consultants verify the numbers in the next Board meeting.  

Dr. Thompson said the Board recently made a decision on the benefits, the price structure and the impact to the members.  Dr. Thompson said he understands that there are discomforts expressed by the ASEA on the cost impact to the dependents; however, is uncomfortable with entertaining a proposed change in today’s meeting but would be willing to hold implementation of the rates that the Board has already voted on because he would like some alternatives other than cutting benefits to reach a dollar target that has not been established.  

Musgrove suggested Dickerson get with the consultant to discuss the ideas she has presented and get a dollar figure and impact for each one and then bring the information back to the Board.  Musgrove said the end result is that we are now paying the price for artificially depressing the rates over the past two years by applying subsidy/reserves.  

Dr. Thompson made the motion to hold implementation of the rate decision made on June 19, 2007 until further action by this Board and pending options developed by the Plan’s Actuaries.  Musgrove seconded.  Motion approved.   

Dr. Thompson said EBD is managing about as aggressively as he can imagine and employees have reaped the benefits, he then reflected on the comments made earlier by Musgrove.  Dr. Thompson asked Durnett what she thought would be an acceptable dollar target for family coverage since she has criticized the decision of the Board because the increase is too much.
Durnett told the Board that there is something about $100 that sounds much bigger than maybe it is and did not want to say $70 is acceptable and $71 is not and both are still more than the majority of employee will receive in cost of living adjustments.  Durnett said $35 or $40 per pay period is more acceptable than $50 and more realistic but could not give a definite dollar figure.

Musgrove stated the premiums are driven by the claim dollars that are paid on behalf of the members and not inflation or cost of living adjustments.  Musgrove said if the claims go up we have to get the money from some place or we have to quit paying benefits and if we quit paying benefits all we are doing is transferring a premium cost into a medical cost for the members.

McCook asked Durnett if in addition to having a problem with the increase in the premium; have ASEA made any effort to get the state contribution increased so that the increase to the member would be less. 

Durnett told the Board they supported the Legislation Dickerson had prepared.  Durnett said that does raise the Cap and they have also said statewide that just because the cap has been raised don’t expect the state contribution to immediately jump to that amount because that is unrealistic.   

Bauerlein commented that Durnett’s feedback was helpful.  Bauerlein said they will definitely present some alternatives that can be achieved for the dependent premiums that are more acceptable.  

Dr. Thompson said they should look at Caps on services because that is a way to reduce the benefits.   

Dickerson said if they increased the PCP co-pay to $25 it will save 800,000 dollars on the state side and 1.4 million on the school side.

Musgrove suggested if anyone has any ideas to send them to Dickerson so she can communicate with the consultants.   Musgrove said if we got 250 million dollars in claims, saving 800,000 dollars is not going to have a significant effect on the premiums.   

Dickerson said the PSE Booklets will be out by the middle of August.  

Adjournment: 
Dr. Thompson moved to adjourn the meeting.  All members were in favor.  The meeting adjourned at 2:41 p.m.  The next meeting is scheduled for July 6, 2007 at 9:30a.m in the EBD Board room. 



